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★PRESS RELEASE★ 

“Miss Kobayashi’s Dragon Maid Burst Forth!! Choro-gon☆Breath” Evolves! To Be 

Available on Steam with New “Director’s Cut Edition”!  

 

 

Bushiroad, Inc. (HQ: Nakano-ku, Tokyo, President: Takaaki Kidani, hereafter “Bushiroad”) 

announces that the official game for the hugely popular manga “Miss Kobayashi’s Dragon Maid,” 

Miss Kobayashi’s Dragon Maid Burst Forth!! Choro-gon☆Breath, will receive a Director’s Cut Edition 

and be sold on SteamⓇ.  

 

─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────── 

“Miss Kobayashi’s Dragon Maid Burst Forth!! Choro-gon☆Breath” Evolves 

and Comes to Steam🄬! 

──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────── 

 

Nintendo Switch/PlayStation4 game “Miss Kobayashi’s Dragon Maid Burst Forth!! Choro-

gon☆Breath” will power-up even further and come to Steam🄬! 



 

In this first official game of the popular “Miss Kobayashi’s Dragon Maid,” a strange occurrence 

sends Miss Kobayashi and the dragons into a cursed computer. Now, they must combine their 

powers to escape in a brilliant and authentic bullet hell shooting game! 

 

 

 Switch between Tohru, Kanna, and Elma as you battle with unique “Ranged Attacks” and, unique 

to shooters, melee “Striking Blows,” in addition to the special dragon-form 

Choro-gon☆Breath attack. Also, getting attacked under certain conditions will activate “Raging 

Spark”, prompting a more revealing form with a strong power up! 

 

 

Blow enemies away to get rare pieces with which when combined, form illustrations that provide a 

mini-drama into the daily lives of Tohru and the others in addition to lots of other completionist 

content! There 5 different endings based on your clear conditions, too. Then, in addition to an all-

new illustrations and a fully-voiced story, the game has evolved into a Director’s Cut Edition that 

showcases the passion of the development team!  

 



 

“Miss Kobayashi’s Dragon Maid Burst Forth!! Choro-gon☆Breath” DIRECTOR'S CUT 

Edition Introduction 

 

■Each Stage’s Difficulty Adjusted! Further Upgraded to an Even More Authentic Shooter! 

A further evolved, authentic, and refreshing shooting game experience brought to you by Kaminari 

Games, makers of famous works such as the Raiden series and Caladrius! 

There are 5 difficulty settings to satisfy everyone from beginners to pros, in addition to a normal 

and Director’s Cut modes! 

 

■Additional personified illustrations of stage bosses specially drawn by original author 

coolkyousinnjya! 

Get a good look at the true forms of the game-original boss characters! 

 

“Miss Kobayashi’s Dragon Maid Burst Forth!! Chorogon☆Breath” DIRECTOR'S CUT comes to 

Steam🄬 fall 2022. 

 

▼Steam🄬 page 

https://store.steampowered.com/app/2086380/  

 

 

──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────── 

“Miss Kobayashi’s Dragon Maid Burst Forth!! Chorogon☆Breath” Overview 

──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────── 

 

■Title: “Miss Kobayashi’s Dragon Maid Burst Forth!! Choro-gon☆Breath” DIRECTOR'S CUT 

■Genre: Fly, shoot, and punch! Exhilarating Shooter! 

■Platform: Steam🄬 

https://store.steampowered.com/app/2086380/


■Release: Planned Oct. 2022 

■Publisher: Bushiroad Inc. 

■Developer: KAMINARI GAMES Inc. 

 

 

 

Miss Kobayashi gets a message, “I’ve got something I want to show you”. She goes with Tohru, Kanna, 

Elma, and Lucoa to Takiya’s place and get trapped inside a cursed PC... 

To escape, they realize they must work together and defeat each game inside! 

“Miss Kobayashi’s Dragon Maid Burst Forth!! Choro-gon☆Breath” Official Site (JP): 

http://maidragon-game.com 

“Miss Kobayashi’s Dragon Maid Burst Forth!! Choro-gon☆Breath” Official Twitter: 

https://twitter.com/maidragon_game 

 

*Please use the following copyright notices when introducing information from this press release.  

©coolkyousinnjya, Futabasha ©bushiroad All Rights Reserved. 
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